RPM* Chair Operating Instructions
(also available online at www.knoll.com)

Tilt Tension
On the right side of the seat, there is a retractable knob which facilitates the adjustment when the knob is extended. Turn the knob forward to tighten and backward to loosen. When finished, turn the knob under the seat.

Seat Depth
There are two levers directly under the front of the seat. Press either of these and set the seat depth by sliding the seat pan front or back. There are 4 positions within a 2" range.

Seat Height
While seated, lift the lever on the right side of the chair to lower seat height. Remove your weight from the chair and lift the handle to raise the chair to the highest position.

Fixed Height Arms
(tool required)
Fixed height arms include an arm support width feature which is adjustable in width (2" total) with a tool.

Back Height
Press the lever on the bottom of the right side of the back cushion to regulate the back height within a four inch range. It is necessary to press the lever to make the back move.

High Performance Arms
(On Advanced Models 4 way adjustment and on Basic Models 3 way adjustment.)
High Performance arms are controlled by the lever next to the armpad and from the knob beneath the arm support.

Multiple Stop Tilt Lock and Upright Tilt Lock
To lock the chair upright or in a reclined position, lift the lever on the left side of the chair. Push down on the lever and recline to unlock the chair.

Arm Height and Armpad Pivot
Press the lever next to the armpad to adjust the arm height and to set the arm pivot in one of three fixed positions.

Forward Tilt
(Using lever as tilt lock lever)
To activate forward tilt, pull the lever on the left side of the seat away from the chair and recline. Push the lever back in towards the chair and recline to return to the original position.

Arm Width and Arm Slide
Loosen the knob under the arm support to adjust the arm support placement on the chair. Adjustable arms can be adjusted in two directions in width and to the front or back of the seat. When adjustable arms are attached to a basic control chair (one that does not include seat depth adjustment), the arm does not adjust to the front and back of the seat.